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Important safety information regarding possible joint rupture at the
spring arm of type Acrobat
 Swing (“AC Swing”) with plastic joint
(delivery period: 1999 – 2008)

Dear Mr. ,
As a manufacturer of high-quality medical products, Ondal Medical
Systems GmbH is committed to a strict quality control and continuous
product monitoring.
In fulfilment of such commitment, we have to advise you that spring
arms of the type Acrobat Swing with a plastic joint and a carrying
capacity of 2 – 3,3 kg have a limited rupture life. Spring arms of type
AC Swing with metal joints are not affected. We have observed that
after an average period of use of seven years, fatigue breaks at the
plastic joint may occur. When exactly such breaks occur in the
particular case depends on the weight of the end device applied and
on how often and in what form the spring arm is moved. In our
experience, the likelihood of such breaks increases with the
frequency of moving the spring arm up to its limit spot. Such rupture
may occur both while using the spring arm and when the arm is in the
inoperative position. If the joint breaks, the spring arm falls down
abruptly and without interruption.
If a spring arm falls down, this can cause injuries as well as property
damage.
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As regards spring arms of the type AC Swing with plastic joint and a
carrying capacity of 1 – 2 kg, we have so far observed only very few
breaks of the plastic joint, all of which occurred after a relatively short
period of use. Based on our current assessment, these breakages
were not a result of material fatigue, but a result of grossly
inadequate misuse of the spring arm (“overload fractures”).
We have delivered to you a total of ___ spring arms of the type AC
Swing with plastic joint and a carrying capacity of 2 – 3,3 kg. A list
with the serial numbers and delivery dates of the concerned spring
arms is attached to this letter.
In our assessment, a retrofitting of the plastic joint of a spring arm of
type AC Swing would not be financially sensible. Unfortunately, it
cannot be detected by way of any visual inspection whether a
breakage of the plastic joint is imminent. We therefore recommend
strictly avoiding the presence of any persons below the concerned
spring arms and replacing the spring arms immediately. Ondal offers
suitable replacement spring arms at a special price.
Since we do not know the particulars of the systems into which you
have integrated the concerned AC Swing spring arms and since we
have observed an increase in complaints by individual customers
which we are unable to understand, our risk assessment is necessarily
of a preliminary nature. Above all, we cannot judge with finality the
specific strains that a spring arm of the type AC Swing with a plastic
joint is exposed to when used in your systems, or the risk of injury in
the case of a breakage of the joint. We therefore ask you to conduct
your own risk assessment and, depending on its results, decide on
any action required.
We regret any inconveniences and thank you for your cooperation in
the risk assessment procedure and, as applicable, for providing
information to the concerned end customers.
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Mr. Fuhrmann
under telephone number +49 (0) 6652 81-348.
Your sincerely,
Ondal Medical Systems GmbH

Andreas Mühlenbeck
Managing Director

Rainer Fuhrmann
Head of Quality Management

